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The gas-phase infrared spectroscopy of V4O10
+ produced by

laser vaporization has been studied in the spectral region from
7 to 16 mm. Mass-selected V4O10

+ cations were stored in a
helium filled radio frequency hexadecapole ion trap and excited
using tunable infrared radiation from a free electron laser. The
photodissociation spectrum was recorded by monitoring the
V4O8

+ yield (O2 loss) as a function of the excitation wavelength.
Two absorption bands at 842 and 1032 cm�1 are observed, which
are assigned to resonant excitation of the antisymmetric V–O–V
stretching and V=O stretching vibrations, respectively. Compar-
ison to recent theoretical and experimental studies indicate that
the absorbing species consists of a V4O8

+ ionic core weakly
bound to an oxygen molecule.

Vanadium oxides are becoming increasingly important in
technological applications, e.g., as catalysts for oxidation–
reduction reactions, semiconductors, optical devices and coat-
ings.1–3 Despite the importance of bulk V2O5 as a catalyst
many microscopic details of its catalytic behavior remain
under debate.3 Understanding the nature of the reactive sites
in heterogeneous catalysis can be aided by gas-phase studies
of isolated neutral and ionic clusters. However, only scarce
experimental information on the spectroscopy and structure
of vanadium oxide clusters is available,4–7 complicating the
interpretation of the gas-phase reactivity studies.8–17

Studies of the mass spectral distributions and cluster growth
dynamics of vanadium oxide clusters18,19 and cluster ions8,12

show that VO2 , VO3 , and V2O5 units are the main building
blocks for VxOy

�/0/+ clusters. Oxygen-rich cluster ions can
also contain a weakly bound O2 species, as was shown in
recent collision induced dissociation (CID) and 532 nm photo-
fragmentation studies.7,8 Gas phase reactivity studies indicate
that the reactivity of vanadium oxide cluster anions and
cations depends on cluster stoichiometry and generally
decreases with cluster size.10,13 However, with the exception
of the diatomic VO (see ref. 20 and references therein), which
has been found in the spectra of metal-rich M-type stars,21

very few spectroscopic studies have been carried out on larger
vanadium oxide clusters. Wu et al. have measured the photo-
electron spectra of the vanadium oxide anions VOx

�

(x ¼ 1� 4).4 Matrix ESR5 and FTIR6 studies have also been
reported for monovanadium oxides and V2O2 . Comprehensive
theoretical studies on the structure, energetics and bonding of
vanadium oxide clusters and cluster ions have recently been
reported.22–24

Vibrational spectroscopy of gas phase clusters and cluster
ions is a straightforward approach to probe the structure of
these species. However, conventional absorption measure-
ments, a standard tool for the characterization of liquid and
solid samples, lack the sensitivity and selectivity required for
studying isolated gas phase species, due mainly to the low
number densities compared to the condensed systems. There-
fore in recent years much effort has been put into the develop-
ment of experimental methods to study the infrared (IR)
spectroscopy of gas phase ions.25,26 However, most of these
studies have been limited to the wavelength region below 3
mm, i.e., the spectral region of hydrogen-stretching motions
and of the IR-active combination bands, due to the lack of
widely tunable IR light sources. The application of a free-elec-
tron laser, which emits widely tunable light from the near to
the far IR-region, to molecular spectroscopy by Meijer and
coworkers has bridged this gap.27–29

In the present study we combine for the first time, to the best
of our knowledge, tandem mass spectroscopy with a free-elec-
tron laser to study the vibrational spetroscopy of mass-selected
vanadium oxide cluster ions by mass-selected IR photodisso-
ciation spectroscopy. After a brief description of the novel
experimental apparatus, we present the gas phase IR photodis-
sociation spectrum of the V4O10

+ cation. The results are com-
pared to calculated IR spectra23 of various neutral V4O10
isomers and discussed with respect to structure and dissocia-
tion mechanism.
IR photodissociation spectra were obtained by photoexcita-

tion of mass selected V4O10
+ and subsequent monitoring of the

V4O8
+ fragment ion yield as a function of the excitation wave-

length. The experiments were carried out in a novel guided ion
beam tandem mass spectrometer, schematically depicted in
Fig. 1, and using a widely tunable IR free electron laser.
IR excitation is performed with the ‘‘Free Electron Laser for

Infrared eXperiments ’’ (FELIX).30 The laser output consists
of a macropulse of 5 ms duration at 5 Hz. The macro pulse
is composed of a series of �1 picosecond duration micro pulses
spaced by one nanosecond. The wavelength is continuously
tunable between 5 and 250 mm. The bandwidth is nearly trans-
form limited and depends on the micro pulse duration. In the
present experiments the wavelength was scanned from 7.0 to
16 mm, the scanning range determined by the transmission
function of the ZnSe optics used in the present experiment,
in steps of 0.10 mm. Higher resolution spectra were measured
with a step size of 0.02 mm in selected spectral regions. The
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macro pulse energy was 50–60 mJ, while the bandwidth was
less than 1%. The IR beam was focused through a 2 mm thick
zinc selenide window into the center of the ion trap with a 60
cm focal length zinc selenide lens.
Vanadium oxide clusters are prepared by pulsed laser vapor-

ization with the second harmonic (532 nm, 8 ns, �10 mJ
pulse�1 at 20 Hz) of a Nd : YAG laser focused onto a rotating
and translating 6 mm diameter solid vanadium rod (Alfa
Aesar, 99.5% purity). The resulting plasma is entrained in a
pulse of 1% O2 seeded in He carrier gas, expanded through a
clustering channel and passed through a 2 mm skimmer.
Positive ions are focused into a radio frequency (RF) quad-

rupole ion guide (Q0 in Fig. 1), which collimates the ion beam,
then deflected by 90� by the quadrupole ion deflector D0 into
the first RF quadrupole mass filter Q1 , which is typically oper-
ated at unit resolution. Mass-selected ions are guided via the
second 90� deflector D1 and two sets of einzel lenses (E1 and
E2) into a temperature-adjustable, He filled RF hexadecapole
ion guide (H). The arrangement of a gas-filled RF ion guide
in-between two electrostatic lenses can be used as an efficient
ion trap.31 Ions entering the trap, which is connected to a
helium cryostat and kept at a constant temperature of < 70
K, lose both kinetic and internal energy due to inelastic colli-
sions with the cooled He buffer gas (�0.08 mbar). Applying
appropriate electrostatic potentials to the entrance lens, ion
guide pole bias voltage and exit lens of the trap allows ions
to be trapped over a period of seconds, effectively increasing
the ion density inside the trap and thermalizing the trapped
ions to the ambient temperature on a timescale of roughly
10�4 s.32

Trapping conditions were optimized on the ion signal and
with respect to signal-to-background considerations. In the
present experiment the ion trap is continuously filled for a per-
iod of 1 s. During this time on average five FELIX macro
pulses, which are applied collinearly to the trap axis, pass
through the ion trap. When FELIX is tuned in resonance with
an allowed IR transition, cluster ions may absorb one or more
photons (provided that internal relaxation occurs rapidly com-
pared to the FELIX micro pulse spacing of 1 ns). If the inter-
nal energy has risen sufficiently, the ion will dissociate. The
fragment ion will remain confined in the trap. To extract ions
a 5 ms extraction pulse is applied to the ion trap exit lens.
Extracted ions are guided into the second RF quadrupole mass
filter Q2 . The yield of mass-selected product ions is monitored
by a subsequent off-axis conversion dynode channeltron detec-
tor (Det) operated in the pulse counting mode.
At each wavelength 10 fill/extraction cycles (15 for the

higher resolution spectra) are performed and the total frag-

ment ion count is saved. Before and after detection of the frag-
ment ion signal, the intensity of the parent ion signal is
monitored. The yield of fragment ions as a function of FELIX
wavelength then yields the photodissociation spectrum.
A typical mass spectrum of vanadium oxide cluster cations

produced by laser vaporization with 1% O2 seeded in He car-
rier gas is shown in Fig. 2. Vanadium oxide clusters ranging
from V2O4

+ to V8O20
+ are observed. With the exception of

V5O14
+, which is produced with a much lower yield than

expected, the intensity distribution within each VxOy
+,

VxOy+1
+, ... series varies smoothly with cluster size. The pre-

sent source conditions favor the generation of oxygen-rich
VxOy

+ clusters. For a given number of vanadium atoms the
most intense peak in the mass spectrum is found at a vanadium
to oxygen ratio of roughly 1 : 2.4. The mass spectrum is in

Fig. 2 Mass spectrum of vanadium oxide cluster cations VxOy
+ pro-

duced by pulsed laser vaporization using a gas mixture of 1% O2
seeded in helium carrier gas. Selected peaks are labeled with numbers
in parentheses, (x,y), denoting the cluster composition. The mass
region from 310 to 425 amu is shown enlarged in the top right corner.

Fig. 3 Gas-phase IR photodissociation spectra of V4O10
+ in the

spectral region from 8 to 16 mm (1250 to 625 cm�1) scanned in steps
of 0.1 mm. Parent ion spectrum (364 amu. top trace) and V4O8

+ frag-
ment ion spectrum (332 amu, bottom trace), corresponding to loss of
O2 , are plotted as a function of FELIX wavelength (top axis) and
energy (bottom axis).

Fig. 1 Schematic of the guided ion beam tandem mass spectrometer
(see text for details). D0–2 : electrostatic 90

� quadrupole deflectors; Det:
conversion dynode channeltron detector; E1–4 : einzel lenses; GV: gate
valve; H: RF hexadecapole ion trap; Q0 : RF quadrupole ion guide;
Q1,3 : RF quadrupole mass filters.
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good agreement with recently published mass spectra, which
were measured using a similar cluster ion source, but with a
ten times higher O2 content in the carrier gas.

8

The IR photodissociation spectrum of mass selected V4O10
+

(364 amu) in the range from 625 to 1250 cm�1 is shown in Fig.
3 (bottom trace). It was measured by mass selectively monitor-
ing the V4O8

+ (332 amu) fragment ion yield as a function of
FELIX wavelength, after irradiating V4O10

+ ions confined in
the ion trap. The signal of unfragmented parent ions is also
shown (top trace). It varies by roughly �10% over a time of
30 min, the aquisition time of the depicted spectra, and reflects
minor changes in the source conditions as a function of time.
Depletion of the parent ion signal, which is on the order of
3% at the maximum fragment ion signal, is masked by these
variations. The fragment ion signal is comprised of two parts.
The constant background signal results from dissociation
induced by collisions with the He atoms as the ions enter the
trap. Superimposed on this constant background signal due
to photoinduced dissociation is observed. The spectrum shows
two peaks at 9.6 and 11.8 mm. Tuning FELIX to these reso-
nant frequencies and scanning the second mass filter revealed
no fragmentation channels other than the loss of O2 (or loss
of two O atoms, which cannot be discerned using the present
experimental setup).
Higher resolution spectra measured with smaller wavelength

step size, longer dwell times and in a narrower wavelength
region are shown in Fig. 4. These spectra were corrected for
variations in the parent ion signal, by scaling the parent ion
spectrum by a factor of 0.03 and subtracting it from the corre-
sponding fragment ion signal. The two observed peaks have
nearly Lorentzian shapes and an appropriate least square fit
yields peak maxima and peak widths (full width at half maxi-
mum) of 842 cm�1 (32 cm�1) and 1032 cm�1 (9 cm�1). The
width of the first peak is substantially larger than the band-
width of FELIX, which was roughly < 1% in the present
study. Based on calculations of Vyboishchikov et al.23 on the
IR spectroscopy of neutral V4O10 isomers we assign the 842
cm�1 and 1032 cm�1 features to the antisymmetric V–O–V
stretching and the V=O stretching vibrations, respectively.

For various neutral isomers these are calculated to lie in-
between 800–925 cm�1(V–O–V stretch) and 1040–1080 cm�1

(V=O stretch).
We first address the observed fragmentation behavior with

respect to the photofragmentation mechanism and then discuss
the structure of the V4O10

+ cation. Fragmentation of V4O10
+

has previously been studied by CID and photofragmentation
using 532 nm radiation.7,8 Single collisions with Xenon atoms
lead to O2 loss already at thermal energies, while other frag-
mentation channels are only observed at collision energies
above 3 eV. Similarly, absorption of a single 532 nm (2.128
eV) photon leads exclusively to O2 loss, while other fragmenta-
tion channels are only observed at higher laser fluences, i.e.,
under multi-photon absorption conditions. Based on these
results it is inferred that V4O10

+ is composed of an O2 mole-
cule weakly attached to a strongly bound V4O8

+ ion core. It
is difficult to estimate an upper limit for the dissociation energy
of the O2 loss channel from these experiments, as the cluster
internal temperature is not known.
Evidence for a weakly bound V4O8

+�O2 complex is also
found in the present study. Cluster ions formed by standard
laser vaporization sources are generally ‘‘hot ’’ and their inter-
nal temperature is often controlled by an evaporative cooling
mechanism, i.e., the internal energy is close to but less than
the energy required to break the weakest bond in the system.
Such internally ‘‘hot ’’ clusters can dissociate upon entering
the He filled ion trap. The initial collisions with the He atoms
determine the fate of these cluster ions. Either they dissociate
within the first few collisions or they are cooled down to the
ambient temperature (< 70 K), at which point fragmentation
by collisions with He atoms has been effectively quenched. This
accounts for the constant background signal observed.
Because the (lowest) dissociation energy of V4O10

+ is
unknown, it is difficult to estimate the minimum number of
absorbed photons required to induce photofragmentation.
For the single photon absorption case, fragmentation occurs
at the fundamental vibrational frequencies of the parent ion.
Under the present power and fluence conditions also multiple
photons can be absorbed. A coherent stepwise multiphoton
absorption mechanism is, however, unrealistic, due to the
‘‘anharmonic bottleneck’’ of a vibrational potential.29 Reso-
nant excitation by multiple photons rather proceeds via a
sequential incoherent absorption mechanism particular to the
pulse structure of free electron lasers. After absorption of a
single photon (or a few photons) rapid intramolecular vibra-
tional energy redistribution (IVR) efficiently de-excites the
absorbing vibrational state within less than �1 ns, allowing
subsequent photons to be absorbed. Note, quenching of the
absorption due to collisions with the He buffer gas is negligible
in the present experiment, due to the considerably larger time
scale for thermalization (to the ambient temperature) com-
pared to IVR. With an increasing number of absorbed photons
this mechanism will lead to a distortion and a red shift of the
spectral features.33 Taking into account the symmetric band
shapes and the absence of any other fragmentation products
we assume that not more than a few photons are required to
induce fragmentation of V4O10

+, which supports the pro-
posed, weakly-bound V4O8

+�O2 structure. The width of the
1032 cm�1 band is on the order of the laser bandwidth. The
three times larger width of the 842 cm�1 band is surprising.
It could in principle result from lifetime broadening (t� 170
fs) and indicate a mode dependent, efficient vibrational predis-
sociation mechanism or simply be the result of multiple over-
lapping bands. This aspect warrants further study in the
future.
Determination of the structure of V4O10

+ can also be aided
by comparison of the present data with the results from a
recent density functional theory study on the IR spectroscopy
of various isomers of neutral V4O10 .

23 On the basis of these
results we have already assigned the observed peaks to the

Fig. 4 Gas-phase IR photodissociation spectra (solid dots) of
V4O10

+ measured by monitoring the V4O8
+ fragment ion signal (O2

loss). The spectra were measured in steps of 0.02 mm and corrected
for fluctuations in the parent ion signal (see text). Peak maxima and
widths were determined by fitting a Lorentz function to the experimen-
tal data (solid line).
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antisymmetric V–O–V stretching and terminal V=O stretching
vibrations. All calculated isomers show absorption in this spec-
tral region. Best agreement between calculated and experimen-
tal spectra is found for the highly symmetric cage structure
(labeled TETRA in ref. 23), namely due to the absence of
strong absorption at longer wavelengths for this isomer. The
other three isomers, which were derived from bulk-like crystal-
line structures of V2O5 , show additional absorption features of
similar intensity at energies below 800 cm�1, characteristic for
V–(O)2–V double bridges. No fragmentation is detected in the
625–800 cm�1 region in the present study. The calculated cage-
like structure is the lowest energy structure of all four isomers
considered. It, however, lacks a weakly bound O2 unit and
therefore it is not straightforward to account for the observed
fragmentation behavior assuming such a structure. We tenta-
tively conclude that the absorbing species consists of a
V4O8

+ ionic core, which lacks any V–(O)2–V double bridges,
and is weakly bound to an oxygen molecule.
It might be possible that other more strongly bound isomers

of V4O10
+ are present in the ion trap, but do not dissociate

under the present experimental conditions and thus are not
detected. We presently have no means to check this, nor do
the theoretical studies treat the energetics of the weakly bound
complex. Assuming only a weak perturbation of the V4O8

+

structure by the presence of O2 , it may, however, be more rea-
sonable to state that we are probing the most stable V4O8

+

(rather than V4O10
+) isomer, since this V4O8

+ isomer should
intuitively also lead to the most abundant formation of
V4O8

+�O2 . We are currently improving the experimental setup
to generate a larger flux of photons at the interaction region in
order to reach energetically higher lying fragmentation chan-
nels. This is in principle possible, as the recent study on catio-
nic polyaromatic hydrocarbons has shown, where dissociation
energies of more than 6 eV were overcome.29

We conclude by highlighting several aspects of the presented
experimental technique, which we believe, make it generally
applicable. (a) The technique is not limited to the study of a
particular species, but may be applied to a wide variety of ions
that can be generated with various cluster ion sources available
today. (b) Presently, the technique is limited to ions with mod-
erately low dissociation energies (smaller �1–2 eV), but more
strongly bound clusters can be studied, by adding a weakly
bound ‘‘ spectator ’’ atom or molecule to the cluster ion. (c)
It yields IR spectra of cooled, mass-selected cluster ions in a
spectral region, which should allow for a unique structural
characterization of many cluster ions of interest based on the
comparison between experimentally and theoretically deter-
mined vibrational frequencies.
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